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About AmpleTrails

AmpleTrails is a Software based company which provides custom software to satisfy all 

your software needs. We create Web, Desktop, Android and iOS based applications 

using C#, MVC, Java, Swift and many other supporting languages. We also provide 

solutions for window services which can work automatically and perform the assigned 

tasks to them without any human efforts. Feel free to discuss your requirements with us 

and we can provide the best solution to you.

We also provide solutions for your hardware related requirements like biometric 

devices, Access control, Computers, printers and many more...



About App

An Artificial Intelligence based mobile app which 

compares the face of an employee with the official 

records and only allow to mark attendance when 

the face is matched with the official records and 

employee is standing in the geo radius of office. It 

also provides features to mark colleague 

attendance, manage work schedule, expense, 

leave request, create geo fence for the office and 

many more...

Smart Attendance System



Available 

On



Features



Face Attendance

To capture the attendance of employee comparing 

face after blinking eye.

Geo location of office is also compared.  

IN/OUT selection option to mark entry/exit of 

employee.

Office/Field option is there to record whether 

employee was in office or Field/Marketing duty.



Colleague Attendance

To capture the attendance of Colleague in office if 

they are not having smart phone or app in their 

phone and provides the same feature of menu 

Face Attendance

(Face + Geo Attendance)



Geo Attendance

Geo location of office is compared.  

IN/OUT selection option to mark entry/exit of 

employee.

Office/Field option is there to record whether 

employee was in office or Field/Marketing duty.



Colleague Attendance (Geo)

To capture the attendance of Colleague in office if 

they are not having smart phone or app in their 

phone and provides the same feature of menu Geo 

Attendance

(Geo Attendance Only)



Attendance Logs

Logs of attendance marked by the employee are 

displayed containing Date, Time, In/Out direction, 

Office/Field, Latitude/Longitude, Address where 

location was marked. 



Upload Photo

To upload the profile picture of employee.



Office Location
To get and update the Geo Location of office which 

is used to create Geo Fence.



Work Schedule
To assign work to employees. Date of work, Work 

Title, Work Details are displayed.



Leave Request
Employee can select Leave Type, Leave Date and 

Reason of Leave.



Leaves Applied (Location)

Admin can check all the leaves applied by 

employees between any two dates and can 

approve or reject them if required.

Leaves Applied 

(Location)



Documents Upload
To upload Documents or proof of Expenses made 

by employee which can be accessed by 

Admin/Manager/Employee



Visit History
To keep record of physical visits made by the 

employee on clients locations for marketing 

/service or other reasons.

In/Out to check whether employee met or left the 

client on pre decided time or not.

Client Name/ Details about visit/ Geo Location/ 

Address/Date & Time recorded and can be 

checked using this feature.



Assign Office
To change the location of office in which we are 

working.

It is best suited for those employees which works 

for some days in one office and after that in other 

office.



Attendance Logs (All)

Admin can check the attendance logs of selected 

or all employees between any two dates using this 

menu.

(All)



Dynamic 

Menu 

Selection

All these menu in mobile app are dynamic and
you can choose or assign them according to your
need.



Web Portal

Features:
Add Location, Add Department, 

Add/Update/Delete Employee, Add Employee 

Using Excel, Attendance Logs, Attendance Logs 

with image, Attendance Reports for All/Single 

Employee, List of absent Employees with or 

without image,  Visit History, Leave Details, Add/ 

Mange Employee documents,  Add Manage work 

schedule, Assign dynamic menu to different  user 

roles for mobile app, Manual attendance, Change 

Password and many other features are provided 

using web portal.



User Roles

Admin: Can control or manage data of all 

locations.

Manager : Can control data of single location 

in which he/she is working.

User: Can mark or access his/her data 

only.



You can get the 

reports like 

attendance logs, 

work duration, 

expense details, 

leaves applied, 

absent on days, 

working days and 

many more … 

Easy 

Reports
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Other Software we Provide

✓School ERP

✓ Custom Websites and Mobile Apps

✓Library Management System

✓Fee/Accounts Management System



Other Software we Provide

✓Service for Zoho Integration 

✓ Service for eTime Integration 

✓Service for Smart Office Integration 

✓Smart Biometric Utility



Global Supply

Content here

Get a modern PowerPoint  

Presentation that is beautifully 

designed..

India

We are from India but can supply across the Globe…



THANK YOU


